
 

Organization Name:*: Chrona Sleep 

Company Description:*: 

Chrona Sleep is developing a mobile- and cloud-connected sleep optimization system 
that helps make six hours of sleep feel like eight. 
 
Chrona Sleep engages in the research, design, patenting, testing, and licensing of the 
Chrona system. Chrona is a comfortable pillow topper that turns any pillow into a 
Smartpillow. 
 
Chrona tracks sleep and improves sleep quality using research-driven acoustic 
entrainment techniques that are tailored to each user’s sleep cycles. Chrona's 
proprietary wake-up protocol eases users into a light stage of sleep before waking 
them with a silent alarm, for a refreshing morning every morning. 

Company Website:*: chronasleep.com 

Company Industry:*: Consumer Electronics 

Primary Contact Full 
Name:*: Zimin Hang 

Primary Contact Title:*: CEO 

Primary Contact Email:*: zimin@chronasleep.com 

Primary Contact Phone:*: 240-418-1225 

Company Address:*: 

4818 Washington Blvd 
Suite 301 
St. Louis, Missouri 63108 
United States 

Hiring Position Title:*: Lead Application Developer 

Hiring Position Type:*: Full-Time, Non-Internship 

Start Date:*: 06/01/2016 

End Date:*: 01/01/9999 

Semester Offered:*: Spring, Summer, Fall, Post-Graduation 

Job Function/Industry:*: Mobile application development 

Qualification Desired:*: 

+ Strong SWIFT and (and Java) programming ability 
+ Exposure to architectural patterns of a hardware-, software-, and web-integrated 
application 
+ Aptitude for engineering and product sense, with design and UX sensibilities 
+ Experience shipping one or more iOS app 
+ Experience with a sensor-integrated app or device that use BLE technology 
+ Ability to learn rapidly and get things done efficiently 
+ Looking to join a young ambitious team and play a major role in shaping its future 

Job Description:*: 

We are looking for a product-aware engineer who is thoughtful and passionate about 
designing an elegant user experience. If you’re well-versed in iOS (and Android) 
development and like getting your hands dirty in backend code, we need your help in 
delivering a mobile application that completes the Chrona experience. 



 
You will lead a remote team of experienced iOS and Android developers who will help 
execute your design and architecture. We’ll collaborate to integrate the Chrona 
application with hardware and server modules. 
 
We are looking for a growing developer to join as a future leader of the Chrona team. 
This position is a full-time opportunity with equity awards. It’s on-site at our beautiful 
co-working center in Central West End, St. Louis, home to our community of sensible 
Midwestern do-gooders. 

Desired Majors:*: Computer Science 

Desired Class Level:*: Senior, Master's, Ph.D., Alumni 

Wage Type:*: Salary, Equity 

Wage Level (How much 
$?):*: 70,000 

Work Eligibility:*: Authorized to work in the US with no restrictions 

For Co-ops and 
Internships* Student 
Learning Objectives::  

Application Instructions:*: Please send resume and introduction to zimin@chronasleep.com. 

Additional Comments::  
 
	  


